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several minutes until the larger clumps are broken apart. 
Let the jar sit for 1 minute and use a permanent marker to 
draw a line to mark what has settled. Tell the gardeners 
that sand makes up the heaviest particles, which sink 
more quickly to the bottom. Allow 24 hours without 
moving the jar for the mixture to settle further. The top 
layer will be clay, which includes the smallest, lightest 
particles. The middle layer will be silt, and the bottom, 
sand. Have the gardeners decide which layer is the 
thickest to determine the soil’s texture.

Point out that any material floating on the water surface 
is organic matter. Explain that organic matter contains 
nutrients and makes any kind of soil texture even better. 
Tell the group they’ll learn more about organic matter in 
the next section.

 U Candy Aggregate
Objective: To create an edible model illustrating that soil is made up of many different 

components.
Time: 15 minutes.
Materials: Paper plates, spoons, peanut butter, M&M’s®, pretzel sticks, marshmallows, 

brown sugar, gummy worms (these ingredients are suggestions—any snack and 
candy bits of varying sizes will do).

Tell the gardeners that soil is just dirt. Ask if anyone disagrees. If they disagree, ask them to prove 
it by listing all the things they can think of that are in soil. Tell them they will make a model 
showing that soil is made up of many things. Tell them that a mixture of many different things is 
called an aggregate.

Chapter 2

Coarse Sand

Fine Sand
Silt
Clay

Organic matter
will float on top

In the classroom
Have the children graph in centimeters the height of the 
separate layers. Then break the gardeners into small 
groups and have them duplicate the activity with soils 
from different areas and graph those results. The groups 
should then present their findings to the rest of the JMG 
class. Ask the gardeners if they think this activity might 
influence where they might place a garden.   
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